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About This Game

Radium 2 is a physics based skill game with puzzle elements, inspired by the smallest elementary particles of our universe.
The core of the game is to navigate a ball through the different levels, controlling and influencing it by two tractor beams.

The polarization change, one of the main mechanics in the game, is simple but challenging.
Through contact with a specific object, the gravitation is reversed, the interface turns yellow and the tractor beams push the ball

away, instead of attracting it.

Features:
• 130 Level

• Zooming, scrolling and rotating level sections
• Leaderboards for each level

• Speedrun mode
• Original soundtrack with 13 tracks
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another time killer game!!!!!!!!!. Nice idea, bad graphics. game keeps crashing. feel ripped of. Dont recomend this game at the
moment needs a lot of work.. Basic Breakdown: Leaving Lyndow, is a game developed and published by Eastshade Studios
LLC about a girl named Clara leaving her old life and hometown to set out on her adventures. With high honors, she's graduated
and fulfilled her childhood dream of joining the Guild of Maritime Exploration, this brings mixed responces from those who
care about her.

With Clara leaving the nest, you walk through and piece things together about the life in which she has led.

With that been said, it is a walking simulator to relax and drift into someones elses adventure. The atmosphere, music and detail
in the game make it very easy to do so.

Within this little gem holds a couple of mini games just to immerse you further into this person, re-living, saying goodbye, and
cherishing the past that has brought her to this very point.

The way in which you talk to the people whom she knows, such as her Uncle, is extremely realistic and really makes you feel
what these characters might be feeling, too. Props to the developers for capturing this all so well.

Graphics: First thing that attracted me to this game was how pretty it was. The texture detail, detail in physics and enviroments
are stunning. Absolutely love them.

Soundtrack: Bascally one or two tracks in the entire game with mild variations, but it does it in such a way that it's relaxing and
in tune with the atmosphere of the game. It works really well and doesn't feel repeative even after an hour or so of playing.

Menu: Simple, works well and ties into the aesthetic of the game.

Final Conclusion: Hurray for steam greenlight making games like this possible!

This is a gorgeous little gem to lose yourself within for about an hour. It's all piecing together someones life and being in their
shoes when leaving their long time home, family and friends. While it's very short, it does exrtemely well in conveying it's story.
Graphics are fantastic, level of detail is supurb and I'm so very happy this treasure is on steam and that I could expereance this.

*Secret Achievments*
You'll undoubtablly get these through playing at your own pace, but, if you're a little stuck, here's what you have to do.

Master of the Beads
Play with the beads for five minutes

Tea Enthusiast
Get boycotted by the tea brewer
Do this by having more tea than is probably healthy
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Songs of the Forest
Play the chimes for five minutes
. Played it at our local gaming event for the first time. It was terribly frustrating. It's definitely not recommended for local co-op.
A central mechanic, that only the person in front in any lane can attack, seemed interesting at first but in practice was woefully
annoying.

Refunded.. Is this game buggy? - Oh yes it is, really buggy

Does this game look good? - If you like PS2\/GameCube Graphics, yes then it looks fine.

How is the animation? - This is the point where I have to say...horrible. Models are floating above the ground and animations are
terrible.

Voice and sound? - Its fine, nothing groundbreaking but gets the job done.

Replayability? - After roughly 60min you are done with the story. Then there is the arcade mode where you run from point a to
b and shoot stuff. Couldn't realy play because after the finish line the game won't go back to the menu.

Music? - Fits in some parts in some not so much.

So with all this critics, why a positive review? - Because the only thing that kept me forcing through this really rough mess was
the story and the trippy locations. What will I see next and what the heck is going on? Beside the terrible mechanics the clunky
controls, and laughable animations of the human models, RainSoft manged to keep me curious whats happening next. So
thumbs up and can't wait for episode 2.

Oh...I am sorry to say this, but only get this game on a sale. There is so much things that need to be fixed\/optimized and with
60min of story its hardly worth 10 bucks.. It's definitely worth buying, especially because of the price.
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If you want the thrill of a roller coaster with the rush of vertigo while sitting in the comfort of your home this is the game for
you.

. Finally released!. Awesome DLC, it is so cool and like so nice. I recommend this DLC so much. :D. I support every single
game that mentions Ancient Greek Mythology.. When you get to level 4000+ idle strategy becomes so slow. So I switched to an
Active strategy and bought 3 in game AC's with the rubies I had saved up and bought the zombie one and now this one. These
AC's have made the game more enjoyable for me because its allowed me to push through that level 4000 barrier whereas with
my idle strategy I was at a wall around 3300.. All the buttons are missing at the bottom on the screen. Unplayable literally a huge
was of money. This bug has been known for years yet developer doesn't fix.. Fun little dungeon crawler. It wont change your life
or anything but I enjoyed it. I think it was made by one dude which makes it even more impressive. Worth maybe 2-3 play
throughs at a total of 10-15 hours if that helps you price it out.. My free demo impressions: Graphics looks good, plot twist is
kinda funny and intriging :) Puzzles are easy, pixel hunting is real with objects, ok in my opinion (I play such games because of
mood and art). Game has some minor bugs (or design choices, dunno) and I found a mistake in Ukrainian text translation.
More impressions after I'll continue with full game.. wut dis cuh. Been on the original AQW for 7.5 years, I definitely have high
hopes for this game!

It's currently in early access so I do recommend it.
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